
 Lecture 24
1 Automorphisms isomorphisms centd

1e Intro

Let O be a Gequivariant cover of a nilpotent Corbit
Let L O be set O Indidi L isminimalAsusual

set A Spec0103 XESpec Aldi
We aregoing to answer thefollowing questions
How to describe the Namikawa Weylgroupby in Lie

theoretic terms

How to compute the action of AntalMENae G Gx

Xe O egula see Sec2.1 ofLee23 onSally This will
tell us when twofiltereddeformations are isomorphic as

filteredPoisson algebras see Sec 2.2 ofLee23
We start now Afinish in thenext lecture
Consider the

group Na Llc G It acts on L so on 12

get y I
E be the momentmap Consider thegroup



Nell9 n 3 eNall x Authal Adingy yes

Exercise Lo Nall El via e ell e
If O A then Nall neNa lil Adindef
KerlNallOi Ne 4 Auteuil via g es11,37

Since Nutella Nall L are finite so is NallG IL tix

Hereis themain result for this next lecture

Thm We have a SES ofgroups
1 Wp tix Aut X r

PP W A Xz
Note that tixacts enz via theprojection WI Nalllll

We are going to produce an action of tix on Xzby Cxat
equivariant Poisson automorphisms preserving themomentmap

and lifting the action onz
We will also see that the

quariety Xy
Spec fly is independent of the choice of P



Pick n 3 eNa LOil Pick a parabolic subgroup D
KU Set U nun P Lix U is also a parabolic
We write Y Indip k and Yz for its deformed version

Steph we are going to produce a Gx A equivariant
Poisson isomorphism Yz Yz making thefollowing diagram
commutative

Y Y

Note that gogn gives rise to Glu G U hence

to T Glu IT a U to be denotedby n Then we

get an isomorphism n 3 T Glu xx T a a xx

Exercise It descends to a GE equivit is Yz Yz

g a x 4 grit n 2 3 x intertwiningmomentmaps to g

Step2 this is themainpart let P'sLKU andY Yj
bethe corresponding varieties Let Xz Spec144,3XjSpecKEY

gWe
claim that there's a Get equivariant Poisson isomorphism



XN's intertwining the maps to g xz
Recallthat under the isomorphism goof coming from the

Killing form z gets identified w 3111 Define

j xezlzg.IN I I GEL
This is e Zariskiopen subset infact it's the complementto

finitely many hyperplanes pick a Cartonbet then thehyper
planes are Ker 213K for roots L w gate
Set YjzexzYz We start w identifying Yj Yj

Exercise 1 compare Sec2.2 of Lee14 Sec 1.3ofLee15
Construct an isomorphism Gtz xx Yj akey step
Uxza xp k.megla xXlal jyWez

up x HCulp xDx is an iso Furthermore show that it
is G Gtequivariantand intertwines naturalmaps tog xz

Applying the same construction to Y weget
Yj 9 43 Xd Yj

The composition is Gx Atequivariant intertwinesthemaps

gyte ofxz
andhence is Poisson exercise



Observe that Yy g z is projective it's the composition
of the finite morphism

Y ftp xz.Lg.KxD skg 2J de JK
theprojection Ctg z g xz g23,474gaX
So we can uniquely extend theopenembedding

Yj Yj Y to a morphismfrom an open subset ofYz
w complement of codim 2 compare to Sec 1.3 of Lec 17 We

cando the same in theotherdirection Since we are extending

mutually inverse isomorphisms Yj 78 we get mutually
inverse isomorphisms betweenopensubsets of Yz Yz w

complementsof codim 2 Then we apply the Hartog theoremtoget
Xz Xj This isomorphism is Get equivariant andintertwinesthe morphisms to g xz exercise

Step3 We showthat the isomorphisms Xy ly inducedby
Yz Yz g d x Ign n d3 3 give an action of WI en

Xz For this notice that the isomorphism above lifts n z z
hence restricts to Yj Yj

I



Exercise Underthe identification Mt943xx I Exert
in Step2 the isomorphism ng becomes

lgpxD Egri np 3 3
Deduce that these isomorphisms indeedgive an action

of WpNellOil on x lyXp

Now to deduce that the isomorphisms ng constitute an

action of W on Xy we observe that Yz Xz restricts to

Tj Xj Indeed we have the Steindecomposition Y
Xy g xz Y g xz is finite Theclaim that the

isomorphisms n3 give an action of Ix amounts to checking
that they agree w compositions and the elements fl act

trivially It's enough to check both claims on Zariski
dense subsets Xj Xy is Zariski dense NewuseExercise

1 2 Hamiltonian isomorphisms

In fact the isomorphisms Xx tnx w Xej his e

NellOil can be characterized conceptually and this will

g
play an important role inproving Thm from SectO



Prep Let q Xx Xp XXez be a Hamiltonian isomorphism

ie a Gequivariant map intertwining themoment maps
to of land hence a Poisson isomorphism ble XxXx contain
open Corbit but we are notgoing to use this Then

y is given by a unique
element nigleNak IL

Proof Note that Xp Gtx w momentmap g x e

g Xt x Pick xell Let q lox nix neG x ell
Since y intertwines

themoment maps Agh n Ig x

Takessimpleparts X N EEck ritax'tn n in neNall
Next q restricts to Xp lady ji di X

Let 3 bethe restriction We claim that n 3 eNall9
We have

3 ex newg x ja13h Adingyx t letxeg Gt
exercise The conjugation w n is a dequivariantsymplecte
morphism of A Thx to 1 1,3preserves Dickand we
claim that x also implies that 3 is a G equivariant

symplectom'm of A and so zebut1 IngleWalldi

A



Theform on O isjustlakh we deducethat 3 Ag
is a symplectomorphism from x theclaim thatAdin A A
is a symplectomorphism We write en for the vectorfield

coming from the E action We have that 3 is Aequiv't
Jeng end pullbackunder an etalemorphism But

engguend
and
jog Adn gu Ad n eugene

which

implies Jengene thx to
Underthe identification X Gtx In.glacts last Exer

in Sec 1.1 by In37 g x gritJx On the otherhand q g x

g411x g n't3 3 gritzx So y coincides w n

Now we need to showthe uniqueness if

Ign nX3 x gni ni six for Agelxel
thenH3,1L In 3dL This is left as an exercise 5

A


